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DAYTIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**NEW SERIES** 
 

Luna Petunia 
Network Premiere Monday, July 1 at 12/11c 
Rating Pending 
With help from her magic toy chest, fun-loving Luna Petunia enters the fantastic land of Amazia, where 
adventures, friendship and learning await. 

• Amazing Amazia Rainbow/The Crystal Queen/The Fuzzlings premieres Monday, July 1 at 12/11c 
On her birthday, Luna receives a magic toy chest, which leads her to the enchanted world of 
Amazia and new best pals Bibi, Sammy and Karoo. At the queen's welcome party, Luna "assumes 
instead of asks" and chaos ensues. When three frightened fuzzlings go astray, Luna and her pals 
team up to find them. 

• Now We’re Cooking/Grumpy Volcano/Star Dust/Popcorn Storm premieres Tuesday, July 2 at 
12/11c 
Luna tests her leadership skills while filling in for Chef Zesto. Cranky volcano Ashton refuses to 
erupt into fireworks, so Luna tries to cheer him up. Luna offers to clean Amazia's dusty stars, but 
can she restore their twinkle all by herself? Luna helps Sammy conquer his fear of popcorn storms. 

• Shadow Show/Great Train Chase/Take Off Your Dancing Shoes/Dream Boat premieres 
Wednesday, July 3 at 12/11c 
Luna plays detective after her three pals' shadows disappear. When dizzy Karoo makes Sammy's 
train run wild, a special crew flies to the rescue. To get shy Sammy to dance, Bibi gives him magic 
shoes, but is magic what he really needs? Unable to sleep, Luna joins her pals on a dream boat trip. 

• Sammy’s Grammy/Seahorse Hero/Plant Power/Painting Day premieres Thursday, July 4 at 
12/11c 
The crew helps Sammy entertain his quiet grandma during her Amazia visit. When Bibi loses control 
of her giant seahorse, Luna leads the rescue. On Painting Day, Karoo mopes until his pals show him 
how to make art fun. 

• Wishy Swishy Wishing Well/Lost Land/Perfect Picnic/Boom Shine premieres Monday, July 8 at 
12/11c 
Karoo causes the wishing well to explode, but Luna has a plan to fix it. Unaware that boy wizard 
Melvin has cast a spell, the crew gets stuck in Lost Land. Zoom Shine tries a risky stunt after her 
showoff cousin provokes her. 

• The Show Must Go On/Super Gloop/Caterball/Gemhenge Boom Shine premieres Tuesday, July 9 
at 12/11c 
To create a show for the queen, the Amazia pals try some teamwork. Zoom Shine tries a risky stunt 
after her showoff cousin provokes her. At Gemhenge, the gang must think creatively to fix a power 
outage. 

• Queen Luna/Lil Rooey/Happy Jollydays premieres Wednesday, July 10 at 12/11c 
Disaster strikes when Luna fills in for Krista at the castle and ignores her queenly duties. When a 
distracted Karoo loses Lil' Rooey in a maze, the gang rushes to find him. Luna learns all about 
Jollydays in Amazia, but can she save the holidays after she breaks the Jolly Clause rule and makes 
her pals' gifts disappear? 
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• Cloudy with a Chance of Balloons/Melvin’s Magical Mix Up/Big Stretch/Bad Bubble Blues 
premieres Thursday, July 11 at 12/11c 
The gang rushes to stop Ashton's balloon hogging. When Melvin's magic fails, the pals must 
convince him to accept their help. After Sammy gets all stretched out, the friends help him accept 
his new shape. The gang helps a sick Bibi find a cure for "bad bubbles." 

• Luna Day/How Does Your Garden Grow/Lights Camera Sammy/Learning to Fly premieres 
Monday, July 15 at 12/11c 
Luna's pals panic when their big Luna Day party plans hit some snags. The friends face a tough 
decision after a thief raids their garden. Sammy gets a lesson in teamwork while directing his pals in 
a movie. The gang pitches in to teach an embarrassed baby bat how to fly. 

• Creepy Castle/Karoo the Great and Powerful/Fellinocchio/Big Sleep premieres Tuesday, July 16 at 
12/11c 
During a castle sleepover, Luna and pals get a valuable lesson in party hosting. Melvin casts a spell 
to make a sad Karoo feel important on his birthday. At the pie festival, Fellino's many tall tales lead 
to a tall tail problem. The gang climbs high to see a late-night mega meteor, but Karoo falls asleep. 

• Tricky Situation/Perfect Toy/Treasure of Amazia premieres Wednesday, July 17 at 12/11c 
When Sammy is careless with his magic wand, Karoo gets stuck in Sammy's hat. Karoo needs his 
pals' help after breaking Lil' Rooey's special toy. Luna and the gang go on a quest to find the Lost 
Treasure of Amazia, following clues and solving puzzles to unravel a mystery and make a new 
friend. 
 

Popples 
Network Premiere Monday, July 1 at 12:30/11:30c 
Rating Pending 
The adorable Best Popple Pals love helping their friends and neighbors, but every time they do it seems to 
backfire in hilarious ways. 

• Smart House Arrest/Sunny Loses Her Pop premieres Monday, July 1 at 12:30/11:30c 
Oops! Lulu's science fair invention locks the pals inside the Treepod; Friends try everything to cure 
Sunny's cold so she can play in the big game. 

• It Doesn’t Take a Genius/Palentine’s Day premieres Tuesday, July 2 at 12:30/11:30c 
The whole town thinks Yikes is a genius after Lulu switches tests with him; Yikes and Mike Mine 
face a big challenge on Palentine's Day. 

• Help-R Hinder/The Legend of Popfoot premieres Wednesday, July 3 at 12:30/11:30c 
Lulu's robot goes haywire and tries to "help" everyone in town; Sunny tricks her friends into 
thinking a scary beast is headed for Popplopolis. 

• Win a Free Tree House/Bubbles Double’s premieres Thursday, July 4 at 12:30/11:30c 
With their clubhouse at stake, the pals hunt for a lost treasure; Bubbles finds a way to be in two 
places at once, but her double makes trouble. 

• Student Buddy President/The BFF App premieres Monday, July 8 at 12:30/11:30c 
Mike Mine tries to turn two pals against each other in the race for class president; Bubbles realizes 
a "BFF" app can't replace her friends. 

• Fame & Misfortune/A Do Do Do Do-Over premieres Tuesday, July 9 at 12:30/11:30c 
Mrs. Snooply's plan to punish the pals for their wild antics backfires; Sunny tries to travel back in 
time to get her hands on a hot new video game. 

• The Curse of Popple Pete the Pirate/Teacher of the Year premieres Wednesday, July 10 at 
12:30/11:30c 
Izzy sets out to find a famous pirate treasure, only to discover it's cursed; The pals enter a quiz 
contest to make up for embarrassing Miss Shush. 

• Pop in the Name of the Law/At the Pop of Her Game premieres Thursday, July 11 at 12:30/11:30c 
Miss Shush tries to stop the pals' rowdy behavior with a book of outdated laws; Sunny faces a 
dilemma when a clumsy Bubbles joins the poppleball team. 

• Izzy Lost in Space/Pop-Tivity Week premieres Monday, July 15 at 12:30/11:30c 
A bored Izzy convinces the pals to fly to space, but their adventure takes a spooky turn; Izzy's field 
trip into secret tunnels doesn't go as planned. 

• Popposites Attract/Lulu’s Poplooloo Juice premieres Tuesday, July 16 at 12:30/11:30c 
As the pals prepare for the big Cupid dance, Bubbles tries to play matchmaker; Lulu invents a new 
drink that takes the town by storm. 

• S-Pop-Eech/Mayor Bubbles premieres Wednesday, July 17 at 12:30/11:30c 
The pals help a frantic Lulu prepare to give a speech at the Inventors' Society; When the mayor 
loses his memory, Bubbles steps in to run the city. 

• Maid of Steel/Pop-Tervention premieres Thursday, July 18 at 12:30/11:30c 
A flying robot suit turns Sunny into a superhero, but the power soon goes to her head; Sharing a 
pod puts Bubbles and Sunny's friendship to the test. 



 

• To Err is Popple/Dawn of the Dull premieres Monday, July 22 at 12:30/11:30c 
When Bubbles can't get her pals to join in a singalong, she resorts to sneaky tactics; Lulu's new 
invention leaves the Popples acting like zombies. 

• Pop n Hop Til You Drop/Stop the Robo Pop premieres Tuesday, July 23 at 12:30/11:30c 
The pals find a creative way to teach Izzy a new dance; Lulu programs Help-R to help her friends 
with their work, but the robot has bigger plans. 

• Fallen Pop Idol/Bubble Trouble premieres Wednesday, July 24 at 12:30/11:30c 
Bubbles learns the hard way that her idol is a selfish diva; Mrs. Snooply moves into the treehouse 
for a few days and makes some big changes. 

• Tele Popples/Messy Pop Friends premieres Thursday, July 25 at 12:30/11:30c 
When Sunny directs a TV talk show, she decides to air some embarrassing moments caught on 
camera. 
 

The Polos 
Network Premiere Saturday, July 6 at 7:30a/6:30c 
TV-Y 
The Polos, a quirky group of friends, born and raised in the digital world, take off on epic road trips to 
experience the wonder of the natural world. Driven by their insatiable curiosity, the crew explores the furthest 
reaches of the planet and beyond! 

• Clean Up/Echolocation & Camouflage/Shipwrecked premieres Monday, July 6 at 7:30a/6:30c 
Litterbug Nash learns to pick up after himself when he sees improperly disposed trash harming sea 
life in the ocean. While Marco and Lily swim with the dolphins, Nash's favorite dolphin toy falls 
overboard and sinks to the ocean floor. Chester recovers it in the PoloSub using the same 
technique the dolphins use: echolocation. Gorby learns how to be a better hider when playing hide 
and seek by observing how an octopus can camouflage itself to match its surroundings. When a 
thunderstorm leads the Polos to make a bumpy detour onto a deserted island beach, Willow must 
find a way to fix the damaged PoloBoat using materials available on the island. 

• Whale Song/Sharks & The Deep/Guard That Turtle premieres Monday, July 13 at 7:30a/6:30c 
Lily likes to sing music without words, and it proves to be the perfect accompaniment for the 
unique way that humpback whales communicate through 'whale song'. Marco wants to take a 
selfie with a cool underwater sea creature. When Nash accidentally drops his toy overboard again, 
the Polos venture to the deepest, darkest, and most water-pressured part of the ocean to get it 
back. Later, the Polos arrive on the beach to see the baby sea turtle eggs have all hatched... except 
for one little egg. Nash leads the Polos charge to guard the newly hatched turtle from predators as 
it makes its short, challenge-filled crawl to the water. 

• Do You Read Me?/Asteroids & Polos on the Road/First on the Moon premieres Monday, July 20 
at 7:30a/6:30c 
When the Polos lose communication with Gorby and Lily, Marco leads the charge into orbit to 
investigate the problem. While the Polos try to avoid asteroids in space, Lily accidentally breaks 
Chester's Lego-like model of the PoloGalactic. Marco gathers the Polos for their first trip to the 
"real" non-digital world in Willow's newly built Polomobile. Later, Gorby has never been the 'first' 
at anything, and he wants to change that by being the first person to walk on the moon! Chester 
knows that humans were the first to visit the moon many decades ago, and he worries that if he 
tells Gorby that, he'll upset him. 

 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Pirata & Capitano 
Series Airs Sundays at 8:30a/7:30c 
Rating Pending 
Set sail with the faithful crew of the good ship Pink Skull. Pirata, Capitano and their friends are on a never-
ending quest for treasure and find adventure, fun and team spirit on the way as they explore the mysterious 
islands of the Great Sea. 

• A Medal for the Pink Skull/Mussel Soup a la Roberto premieres Sunday, July 7 at 8:30a/7:30c 
It's a big day for Pirata and her crew as they're going to attempt a challenging feat. If they win, the 
Pink Skull will be awarded the Silver Ship, the highest honor in the pirate world. Later, two 
ingredients are crucial for Roberto's legendary "Mussel Soup, Roberto-Style": blue Gouzi leaves and 
mussels from Skull Island. The crew divvies up the tasks: Pirata will gather the mussels and 
Capitano will find the leaves. 

• A Remedy for Inky/The Mermaid Mystery premieres Sunday, July 14 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Pirata and Capitano meet at Pulpi Salma's for a juice. Much to their astonishment, they find Pulpi 
Salma suffering from a strange illness: her body has swollen up and she’s hiccupping multi-colored 
bubbles. Later, Pirata and Capitano overhear a starfish captain talking about a mermaid he spotted 



 

off Blue Mist Island. 

• Underwater Symphony/Hairy Chests and Treasure Chests premieres Sunday, July 21 at 
8:30a/7:30c 
Pirata is puzzled when she sees a bunch of panicky jellyfish doing somersaults and emitting electric 
flashes in the water. She and Capitano try to find out the cause of this strange behavior. When 
famous pirate Omar the Red decides to retire, he devises a brain-teaser and whoever solves it will 
get his treasure. Pirata wants to compete, but Omar the Red doesn't want her to because only 
pirates with hairy mitts can participate! Pirata decides to disguise herself as a boy but will her 
disguise fool the pirate? 

 

PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING 
 

**ONGOING SERIES** 
 

Cake Boss (Season 9) 
Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c 
TV-PG 
Buddy Valastro is back for a brand-new season of CAKE BOSS! Follow the world-famous baker and his family 
as they continue to expand Carlo's Bakery, their successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team, 
including his four sisters, two brothers-in-law and cousins, will return to tackle exciting new projects including 
a fire-breathing dragon cake and a Viking ship inspired cake. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's 
wife, Lisa; his children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake 
artists in the United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father's dream of making Carlo's 
Bake Shop a household name. 

• Dreams Come True premieres Saturday, July 6 at 9/8c 
The bakery gets a visit from award-winning rapper Fat Joe and his family of Cake Boss fans. Fat Joe 
needs a cake to celebrate his new hit single, and Buddy's got a design that's as good as gold. 
Buddy's youngest son just started kindergarten and thinks class would be better with cake. Buddy's 
happy to oblige with a sweet treat that fits right in with the kindergarten lesson plans: a cake 
inspired by the tale of the Gingerbread Man. 

• Pep Rally, Birthday Treat and Fancy Feet premieres Saturday, July 13 at 9/8c 
Buddy is all about school spirit this week, as he makes a cake for Sofia's school pep rally. It's all pom 
poms and cheers as Buddy delivers the cake to a gym full of screaming tweens and teens! Later, 
Grace takes a very special consultation for a 40th birthday cake. A career Army officer and his five 
kids need a cake to show their hard-working Mom how much they appreciate her. Grace and Joe 
have a special place in their hearts for the armed forces, and their families, so they make sure this 
cake hits the mark. Meanwhile, Mary's foot modeling career is finally a reality. But when she shows 
up for her first gig it's definitely not the glamorous photoshoot of her dreams. 

• Secret Proposals, Patients and Privacy Please premieres Saturday, July 20 at 9/8c 
Buddy gets a visit from Leah, a seven-year-old baker he met in Malaysia. Her sister suffers from a 
medical condition, and Leah raises money for her treatment in the U.S. by baking and selling 
cupcakes. Buddy is so inspired by Leah's selfless story he helps her make a cake for the doctors. 
Mauro and Madeline play cupid when they help a young man propose to his sweetheart, right in 
the middle of Times Square. Grace takes her sisters to their old apartment above the original 
Carlo's bakery. 

• Enduring Love, an Ending and Edited Out premieres Saturday, July 27 at 9/8c 
Buddy has a very special client this week...his wife! Lisa's grandparents are celebrating their 60th 
wedding anniversary, and Lisa wants Buddy to replicate the six-tier cake they had at their wedding 
60 years ago. This may prove to be an engineering feat of genius, or an epic disaster if this towering 
cake falls in the delivery truck. Later, Mary takes a consultation with a man who's throwing a 
divorce party for himself and wants a festive cake for the event. Grace is channeling her inner 
Scorsese, as she directs an instructional video for all new employees. However, she may ruffle a 
few feathers when her sister ends up on the cutting room floor. 

 

Treehouse Masters 
Series Airs Mondays at 7/6c 
TV-PG 
TREEHOUSE MASTERS has viewers climbing to a majestic world up in the treetops with visionary and tree 
whisperer Pete Nelson as he designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and 
awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele 
including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity to 
simple one-room lofts. His portfolio boasts the creation and construction of adventurous tree-house retreats, 



 

which include zip lines and vine swings, Indiana Jones-inspired bridges and secret entrances; a levitating 
lighthouse treehouse; and a record-high recording studio that marries music and nature. Pete and his team of 
designers and carpenters, including son Charlie, must endure Mother Nature's shifty antics, dangerous 
construction equipment and dizzy heights in order to build these sanctuaries. 

• Mile-High Mancave premieres Monday, July 1 at 7/6c 
Pete builds his manliest and largest treehouse yet for a Texas Dad who wants to spend some man-
time in the trees. At nearly 1,000 square feet, this Texas-sized treehouse comes with its own 600-
pound custom meat smoker and water gun turrets to fend off the girls! 

• Scottish Sky Garden premieres Monday, July 1 at 8/7c 
The team tackles a Tulsa build in kilts to create a Scottish cottage in a robust pin oak. Sturdy 
enough to battle the Oklahoma winds, Pete builds his first ever "sky bridge" that connects the 
couple's home directly to their new treetop paradise. 

• Bird Nest premieres Monday, July 1 at 9/8c 
A family in Arkansas reaches out to Pete to build a giant bird nest treehouse. The two-story, 
lakefront retreat will feature driftwood railings woven to look like a living nest and a porch to drink 
Southern sweet tea on during sunset bird watching sessions. 

• Towering Treetop Teahouse premieres Monday, July 1 at 10/9c  
A family needs Pete's help to create a traditional Japanese Teahouse treehouse to complete a zen-
like paradise in their backyard. Pete and his crew adopt Buddha's teachings in order to build this 
inspiring project 20 feet high in a massive cedar tree. 

• Vincent Van Treehouse premieres Monday, July 8 at 7/6c 
Three siblings enlist Pete's help to surprise their parents with a rustic art studio treehouse on their 
historic family farm in Wisconsin, with a majestic two-story wall of windows made up of 100-year-
old reclaimed windows from the family's old farmhouse. 

• Canopy Island Camp premieres Monday, July 8 at 8/7c 
Pete builds a treehouse that represents the meaning of summer camp, with a glamorous twist, just 
off the coast of Washington. Pete gains inspiration to create a space that includes archery, a rock 
climbing wall, and enough bunk beds to sleep plenty of "glampers." 

• Country Superstar Speakeasy premieres Monday, July 8 at 9/8c 
Brian Kelley, half of the award winning country duo Florida Georgia Line, and his wife call on Pete 
to construct a modern treehouse with a vintage country twist perched above a steep ravine and 
connected to their Nashville home by a multi-platform bridge. 

• Bionic Treehouse premieres Monday, July 8 at 10/9c 
Pete revisits his former home - a site where he built his very first treehouses. Revamping old 
treehouse building techniques with new and improved methods, the team fuses traditional wood 
with the power of steel, making these Nelson classics brand new. 

• View From Above II premieres Monday, July 15 at 7/6c 
Pete and Daryl join forces with an inventive designer to create a wire-suspended, 30-sided 
geometric globe treehouse for an adventurous and deserving family, while also taking a look back 
at some of most memorable build moments of the past year. 

• AJ’s Wish Treehouse premieres Monday, July 15 at 8/7c 
With the help of the local fire department, Pete fulfills an 8-year-old's Make-A-Wish treehouse 
dream in Flagstaff, Arizona. The team tackles this whimsical build in a family of pine trees, and 
decks it out with artifacts inspired by the movie, The Boxtrolls. 

• Meditating Maple premieres Monday, July 15 at 9/8c 
Pete finds the perfect treehouse spot in West Seattle for a couple seeking a meditation space - 20 
feet up in a twisting pair of maples. The team channels their chakras, creating a healing space fit for 
both humans and four-legged friends alike. 

• Treetop Candy Kitchen premieres Monday, July 15 at 10/9c 
Pete and the crew pull off a Christmas miracle, whipping up a stainless steel kitchen in the trees for 
a family of candy makers. At 80,000 pounds, this sweet treehouse has barrel ceilings, a loft 
bedroom, and a shower to wash off any sticky sugar residue. 

• The Coolest Treehouse Ever Built premieres Monday, July 22 at 7/6c 
Pete and the team tackle a treehouse for two tastemakers in Maine. Featuring a full wall of 
windows that opens up to the outdoors and a towering rooftop crow's-nest, this could be Pete's 
coolest treehouse ever built! 

• Treehive Beehive premieres Monday, July 22 at 8/7c 
Pete and his team take on a sticky challenge and reinvent the classic single-tree treehouse, building 
a breathtaking and whimsical beehive like structure soaring 30-feet high in a majestic Douglas fir. 

• Kentucky Climbers Cottage premieres Monday, July 22 at 9/8c 
Pete creates a climber's haven for an arboreal couple that rivals his love of trees. With 17-foot high 
ceilings and open-frame timber rafters, this Kentucky tree climbing duo can harness up and dangle 
from both inside and out of their new treehouse. 



 

• Nelson Family Treehouse premieres Monday, July 29 at 7/6c 
Pete gifts his daughter Emily, and Patrick, her boyfriend, with the ultimate housewarming gift - a 
treehouse of their very own by turning a piece of Nelson family history into a Moroccan marvel 
nested nearly 35 feet off the ground. 

• Sunrise Day Camp Clubhouse premieres Monday, July 29 at 8/7c 
Pete constructs an amazing clubhouse for Sunrise Day Camp - a summer camp for kids battling 
cancer. This open-air treehouse grants campers full interaction with nature by erasing the line 
between indoors and out. 

• Mindbending Silver Maple premieres Monday, July 29 at 9/8c 
Inspired by tales of a time long past, Pete builds a treehouse cradled by the stems of a twisty silver 
maple on the shore of Lake Chelan. The cedar-shingled structure has a curved turret that soars two 
stories high and a deck to take in views of the lake. 

• Magical Party Pad premieres Monday, July 29 at 10/9c 
Pete heads to the Platte River Valley of eastern Nebraska to build a magical, towering treetop 
castle for a family that has decided to never grow up. 

 

Bakers vs. Fakers 
Series Airs Tuesdays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
Can a talented home baker out-cook a professional, or do true professionals have skills that no amateur could 
match? With an even playing ground -- no higher standards for the professional, no sympathy for the 
amateurs, and no one knowing their true identity -- a blind taste test will determine whose dish is the best. At 
the end of two rounds, the victorious baker or faker will take home a $10,000 prize.  

• Bakin’ with Bacon premieres Tuesday, July 16 at 7/6c 
British baking kingpin, Paul Hollywood, hosts while all-star judges Damaris Phillips and Buddy 
Valastro attempt to sift the bakers from the fakers in this twist on Cooks vs. Cons. In the first round, 
contestants must create their most delectable pie featuring the ultimate savory ingredient: bacon. 
In the second round, bakers and fakers alike must feature corn in their sweet treat. 

• Fruit Tart Upstart premieres Tuesday, July 16 at 8/7c 
Pro and amateur bakers face off during a fruit tart battle, but some find the challenge a tough nut 
to crack when pistachios are introduced as the surprise ingredient. In round two, host Lorraine 
Pascale and judges Sunny Anderson and Zac Young see which bakers best combine a variety of 
mustards with their sweet treats. 

• S’more the Merrier premieres Tuesday, July 16 at 9/8c 
The surprise ingredient encourages the bakers to think small, as beans must be layered into 
campfire classic s'mores. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Damiano Carrara and Damaris Phillips 
get their vegetable course in round two when zucchini challenges contestants to avoid getting 
squashed. 

• Corn Utopia premieres Tuesday, July 23 at 7/6c 
The apple pie battle isn't as easy as pie when a cornucopia of corn options must be featured in this 
American classic. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Alex Guarnaschelli and Daphne Oz belly up to 
the counter in round two, when diner drinks must be served in baked goodies. 

• The Soy of Baking premieres Tuesday, July 23 at 8/7c 
The bakers try to peel off from the fakers during the banana bread challenge when handling the 
addition of soy options. In round two, host Lorraine Pascale and judges Amanda Freitag and Zac 
Young see which of the remaining contestants are dressed for success when salad dressing must be 
tossed into their desserts. 

• All in Oats premieres Tuesday, July 23 at 9/8c 
Great ideas erupt during the lava cake challenge as the surprise ingredient of lavender soothes 
some contestants. In round two, oats must be incorporated into sweet treats, and host Lorraine 
Pascale and judges Paulette Goto and Alex Guarnaschelli attempt to sift out the bakers from the 
fakers. 

• Upside-Down Fake premieres Tuesday, July 30 at 7/6c 
The world is topsy-turvy for the contestants when wine is uncorked and poured into their upside-
down cakes. Then, the surprise ingredient of seeds plants wild ideas for the bakers and fakers in 
round two. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Sunny Anderson and Alex Guarnaschelli choose a 
winner. 

• Just Beet It premieres Tuesday, July 30 at 8/7c 
The competition is layered with complexity during the parfait challenge, as velvety parfaits must 
mingle with earthy beets. Then, will bakers and fakers feel the wrath of the judges during the grape 
challenge? Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Carla Hall and Robert Irvine know the winner won't be 
sour. 

• In a Pickle premieres Tuesday, July 30 at 9/8c 



 

Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Robert Irvine and Daphne Oz dangle the $10,000 prize like a 
carrot on a stick when carrot cake must be freshened up with lime in round one. Then, bakers and 
fakers make "mighty brine" desserts when pickles must be used on the way to a winning dish. 

 

Kids BBQ Championship 
Series Airs Fridays at 7/6c 
TV-G 
Move over mom and dad, the barbecue now belongs to a new generation of creative and innovative grillers, 
and they're all under 13 years old! Eight kids will enter the BBQ Ranch, and after six grueling weeks of 
competition, hosts Camila Alves and Eddie Jackson will crown the champion of barbecue and award a $20,000 
cash prize. 

• Red, White and BBQ premieres Friday, July 19 at 7/6c 
It's the official summer kickoff as four of the nation's finest kid barbecuers grill up their best for 
hosts Eddie Jackson, Damaris Phillips and guest judge Shannon Ambrosio. The first elimination 
challenge is a super stacked barbecue sandwich, then the three that make it to the final round get 
the chance to show off their spectacular baby back ribs to win the $10,000 prize. 

• Bacon, Ribs and Roasts premieres Friday, July 19 at 8/7c 
Four new kid grill masters cook up a pork feast for Eddie Jackson, Damaris Phillips and guest judge 
Diva Q in two challenges that are all about the pig. After a first round that tests their bacon skills, 
three of the kids move to the final round, where they must cook pork three ways for the chance to 
walk away with the $10,000 prize. 

• Tex Mex Showdown premieres Friday, July 19 at 9/8c 
The new group of four junior barbecuing contestants looks south of the border where Tex meets 
Mex to excite the palates of hosts Eddie Jackson and Damaris Phillips and guest judge, Jess Pryles. 
Only three will make it through the first round of mindboggling grilled nachos to get the chance at 
winning $10,000 in the second round by making giant taco platters. 

• Global Grillers premieres Friday, July 26 at 7/6c 
Four new kid barbecue masters find inspiration around the globe for international barbecue dishes 
that will wow hosts Eddie Jackson and Damaris Phillips and guest judge, Roger Mooking. Round one 
is a wings throwdown, and only three will make it to the final round where their twists on burgers 
get them the chance to win the $10,000 prize. 

• Chuckwagon Challenge premieres Friday, July 26 at 8/7c 
A new set of four kid barbecuers heads back to pioneer times creating hearty chuckwagon meals 
for hosts Eddie Jackson, Damaris Phillips and guest judge Kent Rollins. They'll elevate classic pork 
and beans in the first round to battle for a spot in the final three, where they have a chance to win 
$10,000 with their take on a bison steak cowboy challenge! 

• Boardwalk Bites premieres Friday, July 26 at 9/8c 
Four new kid grill masters work up their finest boardwalk bites to impress hosts Eddie Jackson and 
Damaris Phillips and guest judge Shannon Ambrosio. In round one, the kids grill up their takes on 
the classic sausage dog in hopes to make it to the final round, where a grilled clambake will decide 
who wins the $10,000 prize. 

 

SPECIALS/STUNTS 
 

Cake Boss: Epic Patriotic Cakes 
Airs Thursday, July 4 at 11/10c 
TV-PG 
Discovery Family and the CAKE BOSS celebrate all things red, white and blue on the Fourth of July by taking a 
look at Buddy’s most patriotic cakes. Pledge allegiance to these crowd-pleasing cakes that will make you proud 
to be an American with designs that pay homage to the Statue of Liberty, Mount Rushmore, Fleet Week and 
more! 
 

My Little Pony: Equestria Girls: Sunset’s Backstage Pass 
World Premiere Saturday, July 27 at 11:30a/10:30c 
Rating Pending 
The Starswirled Music Festival is finally here, and the Mane 7 are going to get their “glamping” on! Sunset and 
Pinkie are the most excited to see their favorite band perform but when Equestrian Magic causes a 
“Groundhog Day” inspired time loop to start, Sunset gets stuck reliving "Festival Day 1" forever! 
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